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At Ideal Standard, we believe bathrooms should be living places not just 
functional spaces. For us, they’re far more than just places to brush your 
teeth. They should be places to relax, to make yourself beautiful, to refresh 
and re-energise.

So, for the past 100 years we have been designing products to help you 
create your ideal bathroom.

Whether that is a place to escape, a boudoir, a playroom or a sanctuary,  
it is always a Beautiful Use of Space. 

For further inspiration visit www.idealstandard.be
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 OUR 
RANGES

The designers we collaborate with have three things in common:  
Critical acclaim, design innovation and the desire to place your bathroom at 
the heart of their creativity. Our philosophy is to help you create the perfect 
bathroom for you. Whatever your bathroom size, your budget or needs,  
we aim to help you create A Beautiful Use of Space.
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SHAPES  
TO INSPIRE

Dea’s wide selection of beautifully proportioned, 
distinctively curved, slim-rimmed ceramics gives you 
plenty of scope for creating an individual yet 
harmonious look in your bathroom. Vessels, vanities, 
toilets and bidets: the high-end pieces come in 
different sizes, so you are sure to find a solution that 
suits your taste and space.

With its sophisticated curves, refined edges,
hidden fixations and thin seat,
this rimless Dea toilet is an object of beauty.
From July 2015 also available with AquaBlade®.

CERAMICS & FURNITURE

DEA

Design:  
Dick Powell

Hidden
Fixation

Ideal
Plus

Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter Aqua- 
Blade®

Rimless Soft 
Closing

Ideal
Flow

Dual 
Flush
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Dea vanity with Melange fitting. 
Softmood mirror with light.  
Dea wall-hung toilet & bidet.
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With its smooth-cornered, box-frame effect and single 
open shelf, this dual-purpose design is an unusual and 
attractive way to keep some of your favourite toiletries 
and bathroom essentials within easy reach.

Dea’s slender column cabinets come in two heights, so 
you have the option of increasing your storage capacity 
vertically rather than crowding your bathroom with 
wider units.

Make a design statement with one of Dea’s exquisitely 
thin-rimmed vessels, designed to sit elegantly on top of 
basin units or worktops. Separate taps lend a look of 
hotel-style luxury.

If you’re a connoisseur of contemporary design, 
use sculptural showpieces from the Dea range 
to emphasise the high-end, cutting-edge chic 

of your bathroom.
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CERAMICS & FURNITURE
DEA

Dea basin unit in Glossy Light Grey finish with 
vessel. Melange fitting. Dea mirror with shelf 
and cabinet in Glossy Light Grey finish.

Dea totem with Melange wall mounted fitting.Totem available with or without fitting hole.



The internal structure and functioning of each piece 
have been as carefully considered as the external, 
allowing you maximum use of the ample storage space.

The Dea range reflects how you like to function. Body-friendly rounded corners and slim rims; integrated 
ambient lighting; a Bluetooth sound system built in mirrors; ingenious, spacious storage options to organise 
your basin area: it all adds up to an easy, uncluttered space with an air of calm indulgence.

Finishes for Dea
All of Dea’s high-quality storage units 
come in a choice of gorgeous colours 
and textures.
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Glossy white
Lacquered WG

Glossy light Brown
Lacquered S3

WoodNeutral 
Melamine  
Laminated

Larice-Joshua

Glossy light grey 
Lacquered S2

Glossy Blue 
Lacquered S7

Glossy Dark grey 
Lacquered WH

Glossy Green 
Lacquered S8



Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter Soft 
Closing

Hidden
Fixation

Ideal
Plus

 VERSATILE 
ELEGANT 
UNIQUE

Enjoy perfect balance between contemporary clarity 
and elegant warmth. Softmood ceramics, furniture 
and accessories meld pure, straight lines with smooth 
curves and soft edges, creating a unique modern 
aesthetic. This integrated bathroom collection 
celebrates simplicity in a new way, inviting lightness, 
openness and sensuousness into a harmonious 
synthesis with modernity.

CERAMICS & FURNITURE

SOFTMOOD

RimlessDual 
Flush
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Softmood high cabinet, 165 cm, 2 doors Glossy White, trolley, 1 drawer Glossy White, 
anti-steam mirrors, 100 cm, 2 worktops and basin units, 100 cm, Glossy White, 2 Vessels 
60 cm. Attitude basin mixers. Softmood accessories: Soap dispenser, tumbler holder and 
soap dish holder, wall-hung WC.
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Softmood vanity basin, 84 cm, 
basin unit, 80 cm, 2 drawers, 
Matt Light Brown, anti-steam 
mirror, 80 cm, Attitude basin 
mixer. Softmood accessories: 
Tumbler holder, soap dish 
holder and double towel holder.

The practical 
push-pull system 

allows you to open 
and close drawers 
and cabinet doors 

with a touch.

Softmood basin 
unit, Glossy 
White, 2 drawers, 
with additional 
partition kits.
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SOFTMOOD



MIX & 
MATCH

Softmood wall hung bidet and 
wc also available in rimless 
version.

Softmood basin, 65 cm, with column, 
anti-steam mirror 60 cm, soap dispenser 
holder and double towel holder.

Other Softmood products

Fittings & Accessories
Softmood 
Attitude 
Gio 
Mara 
Melange 
Tonic II 

SOFTMOOD
1. Design: The purity of a minimalistic 

contemporary design, but with a slightly  
softer, refined, feminine touch for a warmer 
and more comfortable atmosphere.

2. Extensive range: To allow personalized 
solutions that fit any specific need or  
space: vanity,countertop basin, basin,  
furniture, mirror and accessories.

3. Optimal functionality and storage  
solutions to enhance superior comfort in  
usage = push & pull system for furniture.

4. Easy maintenance and cleaning with  
Idealplus treatment available for ceramic  
and anti-steam function on the mirror.

Finishes for Softmood
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Glossy white WG

Walnut S6

Glossy light grey S4

Matt light brown 
S5



Design:  
ARTEFAKT 

DESIGNED 
FOR LIVING

Tonic II presents an incredible selection of beauti-
fully proportioned, distinctively contoured, refined 
ceramics. The smooth, pure lines create an effortless 
aesthetic and the entire collection presented together 
creates a feeling of purity and serenity. Vessels and 
vanities, toilets with new AquaBlade® flushing techno-
logy and bidets: the luxury pieces come in different 
sizes and the basins are available with the addition of 
a coloured rim to match your chosen furniture colour 
palette. 

Tonic II wall hung bowl and bidet.
Strada mirror with Tonic II washbasin and fitting. 

High cabinet and basin units Tonic II.

Hidden
Fixation

Ideal
Plus

Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter Aqua- 
Blade®

Rimless Soft 
Closing

Ideal
Flow

Dual 
Flush
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Tonic II mirrors are 
provided with a 
sensor light and 
antisteam 
technology which 
make them perfect 
for getting ready.

Wall hung available 
in rimless version

or with AquaBlade®.

Tonic II basin structure, worktop asymmetric vessel, handle, vessel asymmetric, 
vessel mixer 5 l/min, mirror, worktop basin structure as shelf, wall hung bowl 
with AquaBlade® technology and soft close seat.
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Other Tonic II products

Bathing & Wellness
Tonic II: Bathtubs 

Showering
Ultra Flat: Shower trays
Strada: Shower trays
Hotline Plus: Shower trays 

Fittings & Accessories
Tonic II: Fittings 
Softmood, Strada: Accessoires 
Tonic II, Dea, Softmood, Strada: Mirrors 

Complementary products  
from other ranges

Toilet & Bidet
Tonic II 

Showering
Idealrain Cube: Shower head 
Kubo: Shower enclosures 
Tonic: Shower enclosures 

TONIC II 
1. A range of beautiful ceramic, which can seamlessly 

work with furniture pieces and with stunning baths.

2. Toilet with very innovative AquaBlade® technology : 
the ultimate combination of style and performance

3. Partnered with innovative taps and mixers for a 
total bathroom solution

4. Finishes

Finishes for Tonic II

MIX & 
MATCH
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Glossy white WG

Wood light grey FE

Glossy light grey FA Glossy light brown FC

Wood light brown FF



SHAPED 
FOR 
MODERN 
LIVING
Strada has been designed to help you recreate that 
sophisticated ‘hotel look’ in your own bathroom.  
Its clean lines and streamlined shapes give your 
bathroom a very contemporary feel, so it’s both  
stylish to look at, and a joy to use. 

The Strada range has also been designed to be  
flexible, with a whole variety of mix and match  
options and different sizes. Which means you can  
design your bathroom with complete confidence, 
knowing that the pieces you choose will work.

Ideal 
Plus

Soft 
Closing

RimlessHidden
Fixation

Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter
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Strada basin 700 mm with Strada basin unit. Strada fittings.
Strada mirror with light and Strada accessories. Strada wall hung WC
and bidet, also available in rimless version.
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CERAMICS & FURNITURE
STRADA & STRADA O

Strada vessel and fitting, worktop in 
Bambu Melamine finish with brackets.

Strada 
handwashbasin
450 mm.
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Other Strada products

Bathing & Wellness
Strada: Bathtubs 

Showering
Strada: Shower trays 

Fittings & Accessories
Strada: Fittings 

Complementary products  
from other ranges

Toilet & Bidet
Tonic II  

Showering
Idealrain Cube: Shower head 
Kubo: Shower enclosures 

Fittings & Accessories
Softmood: Accessories 

STRADA
1. Design: The purity of a minimalistic 

contemporary design, but with a slightly  
softer, refined, feminine touch for a warmer 
and more comfortable atmosphere.

2. Contemporary modern: Strada’s balanced shapes 
will give you a bathroom that expresses your style, 
and has the feeling of sophistication that you find 
in the most modern, designer bathrooms. 

3. Easy to use to functionality: Adjustable aerator.

4. Total bathroom water and energy saving taps.

Finishes for Strada

Strada wall mounted double basin unit in Glossy 
Taupe with Strada basin. 466 mm storage rectangular 
unit in combination with 233 mm open units.

MIX & 
MATCH
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Round or oval Strada vessels 
combined with wall mounted fittings 
for a trendy look.

Glossy White WG Glossy Grey WH Glossy Taupe/Coffee
WC

Bambu Melamine WL



Several distinctive basin shapes, something for every taste.

Choose from three distinctive basin shapes to create 
your perfect bathroom. With complementary furniture, 
baths and accessories, Connect offers clever, practical 
solutions at an affordable price. Design by Robin 
Levien.

FLEXIBILITY
THAT FITS 
YOUR
DESIGN

Design:  
Robin Levien

Dual
Flush

Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter Soft 
Closing

Ideal
Plus

RimlessEasy 
Take-off 
seat
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SPHERE

CUBE

ARC
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WASHBASINS

Basin area 
With Connect, creating the perfect pampering area is easy. Simply choose your favorite Connect basin or vanity, select a 
storage solution, and complete your choice with a Connect Blue fi tting and accessories from the extensive Connect range. 
Everything works together beautifully.

Countertops
Create a clean hotel look with the Connect built-in washbasins.
They are available in a large variety of forms and dimensions. 
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Vanity with frontal towel rail and  
Connect Blue fitting.

Mirrored wall-hung unit.

Vanity with vanity furniture in white  
and Connect Blue fitting.

Double vanity with vanity furniture in glossy white and 
Connect Blue fittings.

Create   your ideal bathroom
Are you designing a large bathroom or a small guest bath? Connect offers an extensive range of options in intel-
ligently designed sizes and shapes, and Connect Blue fittings ensure reduced water and energy consumption and 
improved water hygiene.  You’re sure to find exactly the right solution.
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The Connect Cube basin balances strong, simple lines and 
a contemporary look with the Connect line’s characteristic, 
softly rounded inner rim.

CUBE

Also available in 
back to wall version.
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ARC

Good for the planet and your household 
bills. All Connect close coupled 
WCs include a dual flush system that 
reduces your water usage by up to 25%. 
Furthermore, Connect’s wall-hung and 
floor-standing WCs have low volume 
flushing options that also save water.

The beauty of Connect is that you 
don’t have to choose between round 
or square, aff ordable or stylish.  You 
can have it all. Mix and match cera-
mics, storage solutions and accesso-
ries to suit your taste and create your 
own unique pampering area.

Sphere/Arc basin unit, drawer detail.

The soft closing seat & cover are „easy 
take off“ for optimal hygiene and easy 
cleaning. Connect WC is also available 
with thin seat and hidden fixation.

A clever corner solution.
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Your creative thinking doesn’t have to be limited by 
the space you have available or the shape of your 
bathroom. Connect Space is specifically designed to 
provide compact, space saving bathroom products 
and intelligent storage solutions to help you make the 
most of all your available space. These products offer 
a host of innovative new ways to combine a clever 
use of space, with style. And, of course, 
Connect Space items are completely compatible 
with all other Connect family members.

CREATIVE 
SPACE 
SOLUTIONS

Connect Space wall hung guest basin unit with Connect Space 
guest basin and mirror with Connect Blue tap and accessories.

Connect Space wall hung closet, only 48 cm.

Design:  
Robin Levien

Hidden
Fixation

Easy 
Take-off 
seat

Soft  
Closing

Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter Ideal 
Plus
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CERAMICS & FURNITURE
CONNECT SPACE

CONNECT 
SPACE

Connect Space 800 mm basin with basin 
unit in Dark Walnut, Connect Blue tap, 
Connect Space high cabinet in Dark 
Walnut, Connect Space corner tank with 
close coupled bowl, Connect toilet tissue 
holder, Connect corner entry shower 
enclosure with shower tray, Connect Blue 
fitting with Idealrain shower kit.



MIX & 
MATCH
Other Connect products

Bathing & Wellness
Connect: Bathtubs and bathscreens 

Showering
Connect: Shower enclosure 

Fittings & Accessories
Connect Blue: Fittings and   
Connect accessories

Complementary products  
from other ranges

Fittings & Accessories
Active 

Showering
Ultra Flat 
Hotline Plus 

CONNECT
1. Several distinctive basin shapes,  

something for every taste.

2. Water saving, space saving: Answers  
all the demands of modern living.

3. Deco+: The mirrored corner wall unit  
adds visual and storage space to  
enhance small pampering corners.

Finishes for Connect

Connect Space guest basin unit with add-on unit in 
Glossy grey, glass top in grey with Connect Space guest 
basin, Connect Blue tap and Connect towel rail.

Connect Space wall-hung guest basin unit with 
Connect Space guest basin, Connect Blue tap, 
Connect soap holder, towel ring and mirror, 
Connect Space wall-hung toilet and Connect 
toilet tissue holder.
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Glossy White WG

Glossy Grey KR

American Oak SO

Elm KS

Walnut DK



In this, the smallest room of the house, millimetres 
count. Designing a cloakroom is a real test in 
domestic ergonomics. To make the most of the space 
available, it’s vital that the sanitaryware you choose 
is ultra-compact. Not only have we designed pieces 
specifically for tight spaces, but by thinking outside 
the box we’ve come up with some great tips for tiny 
rooms. We think you’ll be surprised at what you’ll be 
able to do with just a few square feet.

Every cloakroom is as individual as every house, 
but to give you an idea of what’s possible, here are 
some key cloakroom solutions from our many ranges. 
Styles range from traditional to ultra-modern, 
but there’s always a focus on saving space.

GUEST 
ROOM AT 
A GLANCE

Dea handwash basin 50 cm, 
closet available in 5 colours.Strada handwash basin 45 cm.

CERAMICS & FURNITURE

GUEST ROOMS
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Softmood handwashbasin 
45 cm + closet 40 cm 
available in 4 colours.

Dea handwash basin 50 cm, 
closet available in 5 colours.

Tonic II handwash basin 
45 cm left or right version, 
available in 5 colours.
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Introducing AquaBlade® flush technology, a unique development exclusively 
from Ideal Standard, which breaks the mould of usual WC flush systems. 

DESIGNED TO LOOK BEAUTIFUL
With simple clean lines and contemporary styling, 
AquaBlade® Technology has been designed with aesthetics 
as well as performance in mind. There is no unsightly rim so 
only the smooth curves of the bowl are visible.

UNRIVALLED HYGIENE
AquaBlade® Technology outperforms all existing toilets in 
terms of hygiene.

Traditional toilets leave a signifi cant area of the bowl 
unwashed particularly at the back of the bowl.
The AquaBlade® channel is positioned close to the top of 
the bowl so 100% of the surface area beneath is rinsed clean 
every time.

AquaBlade® Technology is even more hygienic than leading
rimless toilets. These may harbour bacteria around the shelf 
plus water can often splash over the bowl during fl ushing 
causing bacteria particles to be released into the air.

With AquaBlade® Technology, the optimised water pressure 
and the smooth curves of the bowl fl ush bacteria clean away 
with no unhygienic splashing.

EASIER TO CLEAN
AquaBlade® Technology powerfully 
rinses the whole bowl clean with every 
fl ush and its gentle curved shape makes 
it easy to wipe with minimum e  ort.

THE ULTIMATE COMBINATION
OF STYLE AND PERFORMANCE

EXCEPTIONAL FLUSH PERFORMANCE
The integral channel creates a pressurised cascade of water 
which fl ows round the bowl creating two strong jets at the 
front. These merge to form a powerful plume of water that 
drives away solid matter e  ortlessly.

Tonic II WC

www.is-aquablade.com/belgium
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Rimless WCs stand for innovative rinsing
technology 

A rimless WC stands for perfect hygiene and easy 
clean-up. Originally designed for places within 
a clinical environment but nowadays more and 
more used in private housing. 

Why ?
As the closet has no border in the inside, it is very 
easy to clean. No chance for dirt, less cleaning 
products needed which means a gain of money 
and  ecological friendly. And more free time to 
relax in your splendid Ideal Standard bathroom ! 

Exists also in 700 mm for less abled persons.

Rimless WC are available in DEA, SOFTMOOD, 
TONIC II, STRADA and CONNECT.

RIMLESS
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The trend to stay living in one’s own home for as long 
as possible is increasingly popular.
Ideal Standard offers a wide range of solutions not 
only for disabled persons but also for middle-aged 
people with renovation plans.
Ergonomics and ease of use perfectly mixed with 
good looking design.
Ideal Standard’s Connect Freedom range offers raised 
and extended toilets in different versions, including a 
rimless toilet and a XL-toilet for overweight people.
The rimless toilet offers optimal hygiene and 
is very easy to clean.
Washbasins have integrated handles for better grip, 
and you can choose special fittings to further enhance 
your experience.
The UltraFlat even floor shower trays, with IdealGrip 
film, prevent slipping in the shower.

Enjoy practical and safe living, with great design!

HOME 
SWEET 
HOME

Dual
Flush

Slow 
Closing

4,5 Liter Ideal
Plus

Easy 
Take-off 
seat

CERAMICS & FURNITURE

LIFELONG LIVING
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Also available in raised wallhung.
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Archimodule SOFT version with soft edges is available since 2014.

Design your bathroom exactly as you wish – without 
ifs or buts. With the modular fittings system of 
Archimodule, you can choose individual solutions 
which are tailor-made to your requirements. 
The innovative fittings technology from Archimodule 
ensures the perfect look every time. Even unevenly 
plastered walls and fancy tile sizes are no problem.

LIMITLESS 
FREEDOM.
AESTHETIC
PERFECTION.

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Try the configurator: www.archimodule.idealstandard.be
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FITTINGS

ARCHIMODULE
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Limitless fl exibility: Modular system

Archimodule‘s pioneering modular concept ensures absolute design freedom. The components of the fi ttings system can be 
combined just as you wish. You can choose freely among them and place them how you like. There are no restrictions on 
the way the modules can be arranged; there are practically no limits to design.

A wall-mounted rain shower as 
well as a shower rail with height-
adjustable, pivoting hand shower 
off er all-round comfort. 
The thermostat allows 
temperature control. 
Each shower head has its own 
volume control, which makes 
it possible to use them both 
separately or simultaneously.
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FITTINGS
ARCHIMODULE



Perfect design: lines up precisely with the tile pattern

Archimodule‘s harmoniously designed components adapt 
perfectly to the tiled section. This way the solution you 
choose matches the design in your mind‘s eye exactly. This 
is made possible by a mounting rail under the rendering 
which allows the modules to be adjusted individually.

Archimodule

Archimodule is a modular system. You can combine the 
edged design with other Ideal Standard products as Idealrain 
Pro and Strada fi ttings.

MODULAR BUILT-IN SYSTEM

Rainshower Idealrain Pro

Archimodule 
3 holes escutcheon Strada fi tting
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As good-looking as it is practical, Melange’s minimalist 
but sensual, beautifully curved form adds character to 
your entire bathroom without dominating. 

ULTIMATE 
ELEGANCE

Basin fitting.

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Cool
Touch

Easy
Fix

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Water
Saving
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FITTINGS

MELANGE
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Design 
Simple and beautifully understated, Melange is a timeless range of fi ttings 
that will blend eff ortlessly into any bathroom. Its simplicity belies the depth 
of advanced functionality that runs throughout this range. From advanced 
fl ow rates to retractable shower set and CLICK technology for water saving, 
Melange off ers your home high performance, comfort and safety.
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The design of a freestanding bath 
is the perfect focal point around 
which to plan the rest of your 
bathroom. To combine perfectly 
with this magnificent freestanding 
high fitting of Melange. 

Melange high spout 
basin mixer.
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These beautiful chrome mixers not only look 
incredible and complete your Tonic II bathroom, 
but they are packed with the latest in brassware 
technology. Each has a temperature limiter to ensure 
the body of your cool chrome mixer does not get too 
hot and have a cascade aerator to ensure a water 
efficient flow of 5L per minute.

CHOOSE 
YOUR 
FITTINGS

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Easy
Fix

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Water
Saving

Click
Technology

FITTINGS

TONIC II

50



Available in 3 sizes.

Ultimate design.

Freestanding high bath fi tting.

Also available
in shower fi tting 
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52

Easy
Fix

Adjustable 
Aerator

FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES

AWARD 
WINNING
DESIGN

Strada’s taps have won a prestigious FI Design for style and 
practicality. They have also been specifically designed to 
match Strada’s clean lines; so they’re the final touch that 
completes the look of your bathroom.
As well as harmonising with Strada, they’re also ergonomic 
masterpieces, allowing you to control temperature and 
volume – precisely, reliably, and intuitively. Their shape is a 
natural fit for your hand, as well as your look.
So whatever Strada fitting you choose, it will harmonise 
perfectly with your Strada basin, or vessel, or mirror, or 
furniture. Select your tap and basin combination carefully, 
and give your bathroom another style highlight.
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STRADA

Strada basin mixer.

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Water
Saving



5353

Strada basin mixer.



Why not indulge yourself every day? Attitude’s bold 
minimalist design, plus safety and water-saving 
features provide untapped pleasure and wellness. 

STYLE 
AND 
INNOVATION

Basin fitting.

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Click
Technology

Easy
Fix

Cool
Touch

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Water
Saving

54

FITTINGS

ATTITUDE
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The ingenious Cool Body design of the rim-mounted 
bath/shower fi tting means the fi tting means the fi tting is always
safe to touch, so peace of mind is guaranteed even if there
are young children or elderly people in the house.
The exposed shower fi tting also benefi ts from this safety feature.
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FITTINGS
ATTITUDE



Innovation 
All Attitude basin fittings are available with a choice of outlets. Whether you prefer the classic sensation  
of a simple stream of water or the holistic effect of a spa-style waterfall, you can be sure of streamlined design.
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Active shower fitting.

Straight lines and elegant curves.

Enjoy the perfect balance of elegance and innovation, 
at a great price. Pure, rounded forms combined with 
clever functions and safety features create Active. 
The ideal choice for performance, comfort and 
enjoyment, every day. 

SMART 
SIMPLICITY

2008

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Click
Technology

Cool
Touch

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Water
Saving

Flow 
Limiter

Top
Fix
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FITTING

ACTIVE



Active shower fitting. Wall mounted fitting.
COOL BODY  
no risk of scalding.

Straight lines and elegant curves.
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Click
Technology

Easy
Fix

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Enjoy cutting-edge style and advanced innovation at 
an affordable price. Mara’s high-end features and 
stylish, modern form offer maximum daily comfort.

SPHERICAL 
LINES

Basin fitting.

Design:  
ARTEFAKT
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FITTING

MARA
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Mara high spout basin mixer for an elegant design.
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FITTING
MARA



Exceptional design for everyone
Now you can enjoy cutting edge style and advanced 
innovation at an affordable price. Mara offers all  
the high-end design features you need in a stylish, 
modern package for maximum pleasure, every day.

Innovation you can afford
Equipped with the most advanced Ideal Standard 
innovations, the Mara range offers outstanding quality 
and functionality.
Practical and economical, you enjoy maximum comfort 
at a value price.

Hot water limiter and ceramic disk cartridge
Ecological and economical, the 35 mm ceramic disk 
cartridge (multiport cartridge for shower and bath/
shower concealed models) allow you te easily control, 
monitor and reduce your water consumptions.
All basin models are also equipped with a hot water 
limiter which reduces the risk of burns.

Neoperl Cascade hidden aerator
This concealed stream regulator, with its unique 
construction, restricts limescale build-up. Even after 
being subjected to the ageing effects of lime, Neoperl 
Cascade aerators produce a straight, round, splash-free 
water stream. The sprout has no visible gap at the end, 
for a slick finish and easier cleaning.
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Gio wall mounted fittings combined with Strada basin 500 mm.

Hidden
aerator

Easy
Fix

Flow 
Limiter

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Water
Saving

64

GIO is the harmonious synthesis of cubic and rounded 
forms. A modern fitting that fits in every bathroom is 
born, it integrates in the atmosphere without 
dominating it. 

The slim proportions of GIO give your beauty area or 
bath corner a special lightness, from wash basin over 
bath to your shower the same elegant look.

Not only beautiful, but also the perfect solution for 
water saving thanks to the hidden aerator and the 
models which consume only 5 liters per minute when 
opening entirely. GIO is also equipped with a 
temperature controller.

SYNTHESIS 
OF CUBIC 
AND 
ROUNDED
DESIGN

FITTING

GIO
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Gio high spout basin mixer.

66

FITTING
GIO



Gio basin mixer combined with Softmood basin.
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Connect Blue basin mixer.

Designed for visual appeal and flawless practicality, 
Connect Blue fittings are also engineered to be smart 
on the inside. They include features – like a flow limiter
and a Click Cartridge – that help you reduce your 
household bills without compromising on your 
comfort. But it’s not just about saving water and 
energy – Connect Blue fittings also improve water 
hygiene.
The innovative IdealBlue technology stands for high 
quality of drink water and load and nickelfree 
waterways. 

SMART 
ENGINEERING

Cool
Touch

Easy
Fix

Ideal
Blue

Click
Technology

Water
Saving

BluestartTempera-
ture
Limiter
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FITTINGS

CONNECT BLUE



A revolution in water saving and water hygiene
IdealBlue technology is a unique nickle and  leadfree 
technology, designed specifi cally for basin mixers.
Water passing through the IdealBlue technology never 
touches chrome or nickel; the copper pipes are not 
plated on the inside, while all water-bearing surfaces are 
made of plastic. IdealBlue technology anticipates and 
exceeds new European Drinking Water Directives.

IdealBlue technology
The water is never in contact with the brass body,
but is passed through waterways of special plastics.
Special hoses from specifi c nickeland lead-free materials. 
innovative technology to save water, energy and money.

100 %

50 %

0 %
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Washbasin mixer with waste.

The contemporary, soft design ensures the range will 
sit perfectly in any space, enhancing the quality feel 
of your room within an aff ordable budget. The time-
less nature of the product helps you create your ideal 
bathroom, as standard.

The new Ceraplan III range features basin mixers, 
shower mixers, bath and shower mixers and kitchen 
mixers, so you can easily install the new range to your 
existing or new bathroom and throughout the home.

RE-DESIGNED 
FOR CLASSIC 
BEAUTY

Design: 
ARTEFAKT

Easy
Fix

Click
Technology

Water
Saving

BluestartTempera-
ture
Limiter

Flow 
Limiter
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FITTINGS

CERAPLAN III



Ceraplan III Brassware 
with Click Technology

Traditional Brassware
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Energy

Water

Savings

Energy

Water

Bluestart
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The Ceraplan III fi ttings feature a unique energy saving mechanism: “BlueStart” technology. This feature helps you 
save water, energy and therefore money by only delivering cold water, when the tap handle is in the middle positi-
on. This clever piece of technology means avoiding unnecessarily heating up water when you turn on the tap.

The new Ceraplan III fi ttings also feature click technology which can help save up to 50% of water. By only opening 
the mixer until you feel slight resistance, you get only 5L of water per minute delivered, without any loss in the fl ow 
as the water is mixed with air as opposed to 9L/min when the mixer is fully open, depending on pressure.
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The new and improved Ceraplan III
These stunning fittings not only look the part, but also come 
with water and energy saving technologies, creating a timeless 
and contemporary selection of taps that offer comfort and 
practicality to help you achieve a beautiful use of space.
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Integrated Diverter.
A simple gesture, that is all it takes to switch 
from shower to bath. The innovative diverter 
is directly integrated in the flow controller.

Cool Body.
No hot spots, no risk of scalding… and 
complete peace-of-mind. The outside 
surfaces of the Ceratherm mixers never  
heat up, keeping little fingers safe… and  
the grown-ups relaxed.

Ceratherm is a collection of precision-engineered 
thermostatics. Beyond its pure, streamlined look is a 
world of high-tech performance bringing the ultimate 
in safety, reliability and enjoyment to your bath and 
shower time.

NEW LEVEL 
OF PERFOR-
MANCES

Ceratherm 200.

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Top
Fix

Cool
Touch

Tempera-
ture
Limiter

Flow 
Limiter
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FITTING 

THERMOSTATS



Ceratherm 200 Ceratherm 100 Ceratherm 50
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Dea free-standing bathtub, Melange free-standing fitting, 
Geometry handspray. 

An elegant, eye-catching bath takes pride of place in 
any bathroom. From its chicly flared sides and fluidly 
curved corners to the sophisticated slimness of its 
edges, the Dea double-ended bath is irresistibly invit-
ing, promising an oasis of luxurious relaxation in a 
busy day. This magnificent design is the perfect focal 
point around which to plan the rest of your bathroom. 
Decide on the impression you want it to give, be it 
stylishly set against a wall, cosily cocooned in a 
corner or dramatically on display in the centre 
of your bathroom.

A STRIKING 
CENTRE- 
PIECE

Bathtubs

78

BATHING & SHOWERING

DEA
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The bath is an absolute necessity for those who want 
to relax and to indulge in their bathroom environ-
ment. Tonic II has beautiful solutions to work with 
every shape and sized room, from gorgeous free-
standing baths that look stunning as a centrepiece, 
to D-shape and even rectangular options for a more 
standardized set-up

Tonic II freestanding bathtub, freestanding bath & shower mixer, 
wall hung bowl rimless with soft close seat, high cabinet 2 doors 

2 drawers, handle for cabinet, basin unit, and handle for basin unit.

INDULGE 
IN 
LUXURY

Bathtubs
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BATHING & SHOWERING

TONIC II
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Strada duobath with Strada bath fitting and Idealrain handshower.  

For a straight and pure design.

Strada has been designed to help you recreate  
that sophisticated ‘hotel look’ in your own bathroom.  
Its clean lines and streamlined shapes give your 
bathroom a very contemporary feel, so it’s both  
stylish to look at, and a joy to use.

The Strada range has also been designed to be 
flexible, with a whole variety of mix and match options 
and different sizes. Which means you can design your 
bathroom with complete confidence, knowing that 
the pieces you choose will work.

SHAPED 
FOR 
MODERN 
LIVING
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BATHING & SHOWERING

STRADA
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The complete Strada collection is created for design loving people.
Pure lines, for all the elements. It creates a minimalistic look. 

Strada double ended bathtub
with Strada bath and shower 
mixer with Idealrain Cube 
handspray.

84

BATHING & SHOWERING
STRADA



Also available with white or chrome blade.

Strada showertray 900 x 900 mm, with Strada 
fittings and Idealrain Cube headshower.

Strada shower tray with Strada shower mixer 
and Idealrain Cube set. The blade is available 
in metal look or white.

Ideal
Grip
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Playa bath with Active bath and shower mixer, 
 combined with Idealrain handshower.

Playa is one of those designs that adapts to your 
personality and is easily co-ordinated. With the Playa 
bath range there is a bathing solution to suit everyone.

PRACTICAL
AND MULTI-
FUNCTIONAL

Playa bath/shower 
with bath screen, 
available in left 
and right version. 
Combined with 
Active bath and 
shower mixer and 
Idealrain showerkit. 
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BATHING & SHOWERING

PLAYA
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88

FLEXIBILITY
THAT FITS  
YOUR
DESIGN

Connect bads are available without or with  
hidden fixation and technology for easy access  
and water saving.

BATHING & WELLNESS

CONNECT

Design:  
Robin Levien

Connect bathtub with Connect Blue bath and shower mixer,  
Idealrain shower kit and Connect bathscreen.
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Washpoint bath 170 x 75 cm with Active fitting.

Washpoint baths exist in 2 designs.  
Both offering an optimal freedom of use.

DESIGN AND 
COMFORT

Ideal  
Waste-
System

WASHPOINT

1. Elegant form in 2 designs.  
The duo bath is available upon 1800 mm.

Duo bath has 2 different borders as on the product picture below. 

90

BATHING & SHOWERING

WASHPOINT



Duo bath has 2 different borders as on the product picture below. 
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Aqua celebrates Ideal Standard’s diversity with an  
extensive range of baths to suit all. With a host of  
accessories and features, there’s the perfect bath  
for everybody. Design by Cornelia Thies.

PERSONALISED 
PLEASURE

AQUA

1. Aqua has an enormous range of forms and dimensions. 
Choose the perfect bath to create your ideal bathroom.

92

BATHING & SHOWERING

AQUA
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SMART 
SIMPLICITY

Enjoy the perfect balance of elegance and innovation, 
at a great price. Pure, rounded forms combined with 
clever functions and safety features to create Active: 
The ideal choice for performance, comfort and 
enjoyment, every day.

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

94

BATHING & SHOWERING

NEW ACTIVE
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Active rectangular bathtub.
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The Hotline Plus bath range is standing for a wide va-
riety of forms and sizes, high quality for a reasonable 
price. 

From comfortable mono or duo baths with a thin 
border, to space saving corner baths and different 
shapes.

Your wish is our command !  

AFFORDABLE  
BATHING  
PLEASURE

BATHING & SHOWERING

HOTLINE PLUS

Hotline Plus shower trays are  available in two inside depths  
and in different shapes.

96
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For a stunning contemporary touch, while adding 
space and dynamism to your bathroom space, 
Ultra Flat shower trays are the perfect 
accompaniment. Choose from an extensive range of 
shapes and sizes. Design by ARTEFAKT. 

With their sleek, low-profi le design, Ultra Flat shower 
trays add a touch of contemporary style to your 
bathroom – and a real sense of space. Choose from 
an extensive range of shapes and sizes to fi t almost 
anywhere.

BIG SIZES, 
LOW 
PROFILE

Ideal
Grip
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BATHING & SHOWERING

ULTRA FLAT



Ultra Flat floor even model 
Clean-cut design gives your bathroom a sophisticated, 
spacious feeling, while low-profile surfaces mean maximum 
functionality and comfort. Floor-recessed installation makes 
an Ultra Flat tray almost unnoticeable – it becomes part of the 
bathroom floor.

Bathroom with Ultraflat showertray, 
Kubo shower enclosures, Softmood 
ceramics and furniture with Gio fittings.
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Tonic makes sophistication look effortless. Frameless 
edges and dynamic shapes meet with high-quality 
finishes to create the ultimate in long-lasting 
contemporary design.

ELEGANCE 
UNLIMITED

8 mm safety glass, 
transparent

Ideal
Clean

100

BATHING & SHOWERING

TONIC
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WETROOMS 
FEATURES 

8 mm safety glass, 
transparent and 
also available with 
mat zone (60 cm)

Ideal
Clean

Minimalist design requires a high degree
of attention to detail and innovative engineering
to keep clean lines and a sleek finish. 
Ideal Standard’s innovative adjustable profile fixings 
not only make installation easy, even with out-of-true
walls, but also cleverly conceals the silicone to
give a clean finish that is so important to wetroom
design. Bracing brackets and corner connectors
help conceal fixings and aluminium floor and 
tray strips seal the panels to the floor or tray.

Synergy dual access with IdealRain rainshower.

BATHING & SHOWERING

SYNERGY

102
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DESIGNED 
FOR
EVERYDAY 
LIVING

BATHING & SHOWERING

KUBO

104

Sleek, modern and minimalist, Kubo is luxury without 
the price tag. Designed to look and feel sensational, 
it combines high quality materials with easy 
manageability for everyday showering pleasure.

6 mm safety glass, 
available in mat or 
transparent

Ideal
Clean
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EXTRA LARGE 
OR  
SUPER SMALL

Everyone’s shower space is unique. Connect offers 
just the right answer to your requirements, offering 
premium quality for easy cleaning and maintenance.

BATHING & SHOWERING

CONNECT

106

4 mm safety glass, 
transparent

Ideal
Clean
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Idealrain helps you relax, unwind and escape. You can 
indulge yourself in a rain shower that you control to 
suit your mood. A long, hot shower gives you a deeply 
relaxing soaking. Lighter rainfall can revive the spirits, 
whilst a stronger stream gives you the feeling of 
reaching deep into your tired muscles and massaging 
them gently back to life.

Idealrain showerpipe with handshower Idealrain 100 mm with 
3 functions, showerhead Idealrain 200 mm and Ceratherm 100.

RELAX 
UNWIND 
REVIVE

Design:  
ARTEFAKT

Water
Saving
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BATHING & SHOWERING

IDEALRAIN
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Strada built-in / Archimodule soft-handspray 
and headshwoer Idealrain Cube.

Whether you want a simple shower kit or an all-in-one 
shower system, Idealrain Cube works. All Idealrain 
Cube handsprays and head showers are compatible 
with Ideal Standard thermostats, sliding bars and other 
Ideal Standard collections. So your shower can follow 
the geometry and the purity of your overall bathroom 
design.

Classic features 
•  Geometric shapes, pristine lines and angular forms
•  Rain effect enhanced by spray nozzles to the edges 

of the wide face plates
•  Fingertip controls and light, slender handsprays
•  Advanced water-saving technology,  

with no flow loss

PURISMUS 
PUR

Design:  
ARTEFAKT 2008

Water
Saving
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BATHING & SHOWERING

IDEALRAIN CUBE
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TECHNICAL 
INNOVATIONS

Flow Limiter
A flow limiter reduces 
water wastage for 
economic and 
ecological benefits.

Top Fix
A fixation process from 
above which makes for 
easy assembly, quick 
tightening and guaranteed 
reliability.

Easy Fix
A simple, rapid fixation 
system with a connected 
joint-stirrup and pre-
mounted screw.

Click Technology
A simple-to-use function 
which limits both 
temperature and flow 
for everyday safety and 
economy.

Cool Touch
No risk of burns here: 
Cool Touch technology 
means that whatever 
the water temperature 
the tap is 100% safe to 
touch.

Temperature Limiter
The  temperature limit stop
controls the temperature 
on the mixer when the 
tap is full on. This can be 
preset to suit your family’s 
comfort and safety.

Adjustable Aerator 
means you can eliminate 
splashing and avoid wasting 
water, with a single touch. 
Simply push the aerator’s 
tilting plate to direct the 
flow to exactly the spot 
you want; reducing mess, 
cutting wiping time and 
saving water.

IdealBlue Technology
An innovative technology 
to save water, energy 
and money with more 
intelligent water flow. 
A revolution in water 
saving and hygiene.

Soft Closing
Doors and drawers are equipped 
with a slowing device for slow and 
silent closing.

Space-saving Siphon
The basin siphon takes up little 
room and is easy for plumbers 
to reach and inspect.

Quality and Durability
Only the highest quality 
environmentally-friendly 
materials are used to construct 
our furniture. Each component is 
multiple-tested during fabrication 
to ensure its solidity, resistance 
and durability.

Easy Installation
Simple, quick and convenient, 
all our furniture comes 
preassembled. No adaptation 
is required for the installation 
of ceramics or fittings.

FITTINGS

FURNITURE

CERAMICS

NEW Idealflow
An invisible evacuation system 
for streamlined elegance. Easy to 
clean, maintain and install.

Quality
Fabrication of our ceramics is still 
to this day, partly hand-made. 
Each piece is unique, recyclable 
and environmental friendly.

Dual Flush
Double-action flush with 
a choice of 3 or 6 litres of water 
for guaranteed water-saving.

Slow Closing
A slow-closing mechanism on 
seats and lids prevents slams, 
thereby reducing noise and 
heightening safety.

Hidden fixation
A hidden fixation system on 
suspended ceramic pieces ensures 
uninterrupted beauty.

Bluestart
Helps you save water, 
energy and money by 
only delivering cold water 
when the tap handle is 
in the middle position.

Rimless
WC without rim.

4,5 Liter
WC able to flush from 4,5 liter.

AquaBlade®

Revolutionary new flush 
technology.

Water Saving
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BLUE RESPONSIBILITY

SAVE 
WATER
For over 40 years, Ideal Standard has been 
committed to developing products that
meet both present and future requirements 
for sustainability and eco-friendliness.
Today more than ever, Ideal Standard strives 
to ensure that our products have as little 
impact on the earth’s natural resources as 
possible. Our declared goal is to preserve
our planet – now and for future generations. 
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Blue Responsibility
Under the joint title “Blue Responsibility”, renowned brands 
of the sanitary industry present products that document their 
special expertise in the field of sustainable sanitary solutions. 

Blue Responsibility is an 
initiative of the Fittings 
Trade Association (VDMA) 
and the Industry Forum 
Sanitation (IFS). It is 

supported by the VDS, the German Sanitation Industry 
Association. The aim of the initiative is to promote the 
responsible use of water.

WELL Water Efficiency Label
A single glance at the water efficiency label WELL provides 
information on how efficient fittings are in their use of 
water and energy. The system was developed by EUnited, 
the European Association of Valve Manufacturers, and 
differentiates between products for private households and 
public buildings. In the “Home” section, the user’s comfort 
has priority, while “Public” valves should primarily conserve 
water and be hygienic. The additional category “Upgrade” 
comprises universally usable components.

Save Water, Energy and Money
An ecological attitude leads to the conservation of drinking 
water. In addition to protecting natural resources, conserving 
water also saves money. After inventing the first cartridge 
with ceramic sealing gaskets, Ideal Standard has constantly 
developed additional technologies that provide a very high 
level of sustainability. To name a few examples:

• Thermostatically controlled fittings and intelligent systems 
that quickly deliver water at exactly the desired temperature. 

• Dual Flush toilets to reduce unnecessary water waste.

• Intelligent bathtub design: greater bathing enjoyment 
using less water, and materials that maintain the water 
temperature for longer.

• CLICK cartridge: Water savings thanks to 50% volume stop 
and energy savings thanks to hot water temperature control

• The BlueStart” technology feature delivers cold water, when 
the tap handle is in the middle position. This clever piece of 
technology means avoiding unnecessarily heating up water 
when you turn on the tap.

Drinking Water Hygiene
Currently, there is a strong focus on the subject of drinking 
water hygiene. Only the use of high-quality materials and 
manufacturing processes ensures perfect hygiene. IdealBlue, 
CeraMix Blue and Connect Blue fittings offer a revolutionary 
technical innovation which brings an even greater degree of 
purity. Waterways completely separate from the body of the 
fittings and washouts. Washouts of heavy metals like lead 
and nickel into drinking water can be completely prevented.

comprises universally usable components.
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Wood  
Light Grey
FE

Glossy
light Brown 
Lacquered 
S3

COLLECTION COLORS
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TONIC II

DEA

Glossy 
Green 
Lacquered 
S8

Glossy  
Light Grey
FA

Glossy
light grey 
Lacquered 
S2

WoodNeutral
Melamine
Laminated
Larice-Joshua

Glossy 
Light Brown
FC

Glossy
Dark grey 
Lacquered  
WH

Glossy 
Blue 
Lacquered 
S7

Glossy
white 
WG

Wood  
Light Brown
FF

Glossy
white
Lacquered 
WG



Walnut  
S6

Walnut  
DK

Elm 
KS

American Oak 
SO

Bambu
WL

* Available till end 2013
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SOFTMOOD

CONNECT - CONNECT SPACE

STRADA

CONNECT SPACE

Glossy
grey 
WH

Glossy
light grey  
S4

Glossy
grey 
KR

Matt
light brown  
S5

Glossy
white 
WG

Glossy
white 
WG

Glossy
white 
WG

Glossy
brown 
WC



RANGE INFORMATION
CERAMICS & FURNITURE

DEA

BASINS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

WC’s AND BIDETS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus
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520 mm620 mm

1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

525 mm Without taphole 

525 mm

Also available with AquaBlade® 
from July 2015.

500 mm

With ceramic waste



DEA

FURNITURE
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1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

For vessel with tap hole
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

For vessel without tap hole
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

With antisteam

1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
500 mm

500 mm 1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

300 mm

High cabinet

400 mm

Cabinet 1/2

column 400 mm



RANGE INFORMATION
CERAMICS & FURNITURE

SOFTMOOD

BASINS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

WC’s AND BIDETS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus
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1040 mm
840 mm
640 mm

700 mm
650 mm
600 mm

600 mm

450 mm  

550 mm

Also available in rimless version.



SOFTMOOD

FURNITURE WG Glossy white – S4 Glossy light grey  
S5 Matt light brown – S6 Walnut
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 1400 mm  1000 mm 
800 mm
600 mm

405 mm 

According chosen basin

1400 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

Also Softmood accessories available, see ambient pictures.

Wall support for worktops

1400 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

400 mmLeft or right version

400 mm 

1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

With antisteam

1400 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
450 mm



RANGE INFORMATION 
CERAMICS & FURNITURE

TONIC II

WC’s AND BIDETS  

BASINS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

122

With/without taphole

1200 mm

550 mm 550 mm

1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm

Left or right version

450 mm  

550 mm520 mm

With ceramic waste

Available in rimless version or 
with AquaBlade®.

With AquaBlade®. Wall-hung or  
floor-standing bidet.

With AquaBlade®.



TONIC II

FURNITURE  

123

 1200 mm 1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
500 mm

800 mm
600 mm
500 mm
450 mm
350 mm

450 mm A. Worktops available in 
5 furniture colours.

B. Glass worktops available with 
or without tap hole, 4 models 
following choosen vessel.

1200 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
500 mm
450 mm

A

1200 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
500 mm
450 mm

Handles

1200 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
500 mm
450 mm
350 mm

350 mm
height 600 or 350 mm

Guest side unit

225 mm

600 mm 350 mm

With antisteam

1200 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
600 mm
500 mm

Option LED light

B



RANGE INFORMATION
CERAMICS & FURNITURE

STRADA/STRADA O

BASINS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

WC’s AND BIDETS  

124

1200 mm

600 mm 
500 mm

500 mm

600 mm 425 mm 410 mm 340 mm 340 mm

450 mm

1000 mm
900 mm
800 mm 
700 mm

With/without taphole

910 mm
710 mm
600 mm
500 mm



1200 mm
1000 mm
800 mm

1400mm
1300 mm
1200 mm
1050 mm
900 mm
800 mm
700 mm
600 mm
500 mm
400mm

STRADA

FURNITURE WG Glossy white - WH Glossy grey
WC Glossy taupe/coff ee - WL Bambu
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350 mm Left or right version

400 mm
With 2 or 4 drawers

1400 mm 
1050 mm

900 mm 
700 mm
600 mm 

500 mm 

Also Strada accessories available, see ambient pictures.

1200 mm 
1000 mm
800 mm 

1200 mm 1000 mm
800 mm

Worktops available
in 4 furniture colours
following choosen vessel

1200 mm
1000 mm
800 mm 

LED-light

550 mm
350 mm

Left or right version

350 mm
466 mm 466 mm 

466 mm 
233 mm 
233 mm 

1200 mm 
1000 mm 
900 mm 
800 mm 
700 mm 
600 mm 
500 mm 



RANGE INFORMATION
CERAMICS & FURNITURE

CONNECT

BASINS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

COUNTERTOPS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus
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1000 mm
850 mm
700 mm

1300 mm

480 mm
380 mm

Towelholders

1250 mm
950 mm
800 mm
650 mm
450 mm

480 mm
380 mm

580 mm
500 mm
420 mm

620 mm
550 mm
480 mm

580 mm
500 mm
420 mm

620 mm
550 mm
480 mm

580 mm
500 mm

480 mm
380 mm

620 mm
550 mm
480 mm

Cube
700 mm
650 mm
600 mm
550 mm
compact 550 mm
500 mm
400 mm

Arc
700 mm
650 mm
600 mm
550 mm
450 mm

Sphere
550 mm
500 mm
450 mm

Connect
Freedom
800 mm
600 mm

Arc
340 mm 

Arc
350 mm 

500 mm left or right
550 mm

Sphere
430 mm

Sphere
550 mm
450 mm

With/without 
tapholes or overfl ow

With/without 
tapholes or overfl ow

With/without 
overfl ow



CONNECT & CONNECT FREEDOM
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FURNITURE WG Glossy white - SO American oak
DK Walnut - KR Glossy medium grey - KS Elm 

depending of model

Compatible with Cube basin

650 mm
600 mm
550 mm

1300 mm

Left or right version

300 mm 

1000 mm
850 mm
700 mm

Compatible with
Arc handwash basin

370 mm

Left or right version

300 mm 

WC’s AND BIDETS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

Choice between 2 tanks: Cube or Arc

Also in
rimless version

Rimless 70 cm + 6 cm + 6 cm XL XLXL

Also Connect accessoires 
available, see ambient pictures.

CONNECT FREEDOM CONNECT SPACE
 see page 128

1300 mm
1200 mm
1000 mm
900 mm
800 mm
700 mm
600 mm
500 mm
400 mm

Antisteam

1300 mm
1000 mm
800 mm
700 mm
600 mm
500 mm
400 mm



RANGE INFORMATION
CERAMICS & FURNITURE

WC’s AND BIDETS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

FURNITURE WG Glossy white - DK Walnut 
KR Glossy medium grey - KS Elm 
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Wall-hung or 
fl oor-standing bidet
length: 48 cm

For small spaces

Choice between 3 tanks: 
Cube, Arc or corner.

Choice between
2 tanks: Cube or Arc.

Left or right version

700 mm
600 mm

Left or right version 

450 mm

Reversible

300 mm 

300 mm 
200 mm

550 mm
500 mm 

CONNECT SPACE

BASINS 01 White – MA White with Ideal Plus

Left or right version 

700 mm
600 mm

Left or right version 

450 mm

550 mm 
500 mm

550 mm 

Arc

Sphere



ARCHIMODULE & ARCHIMODULE SOFT

MODULAR BUILT-IN SYSTEM AA Chrome

RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS
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83 x 83 mm
83 x 166 mm
83 x 249 mm
83 x 332 mm
Soft edge

Metal handles83 x 83 mm
83 x 166 mm
83 x 249 mm
83 x 332 mm

900 mm
600 mm

Idealrain
Ø300 mm
Ø200 mm
Ø100 mm

Idealrain luxe extra thin
Ø400 mm
Ø300 mm
Ø250 mm
Ø200 mm

Idealrain luxe extra thin
400 x 250 mm
300 x 200 mm

Idealrain Pro
400 x 400 mm
300 x 300 mm

Idealrain luxe extra thin
400 x 400 mm
300 x 300 mm
200 x 200 mm

Idealrain Cube
300 x 300 mm 
200 x 200 mm

With wall or ceiling fi xation.



RANGE INFORMATION
FITTINGS

ARCHIMODULE

MODULAR BUILT-IN SYSTEM AA Chrome
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600 mm

Create your favorite Archimodule with our 
smart online tool :
www.archimodule.idealstandard.be

Create your favorite Archimodule with our 
smart online tool :
www.archimodule.idealstandard.be



ARCHIMODULE

MODULAR BUILT-IN SYSTEM – SHOWER

MODULAR BUILT-IN SYSTEM – BATH

MODULAR BUILT-IN SYSTEM – BASIN

AA Chrome

Check the available packs
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Also available with soft edge.

Elegant

Elegant

Comfort

Compact

Compact

Classic

Luxe

Luxe

Individual

Individual



IDEALRAIN

SHOWER SYSTEMS

ADDITIONALS

Handshower
140 mm
130 mm
120 mm
100 mm
80 mm

Idealrain
Ø300 mm
Ø200 mm
Ø100 mm

Idealrain Cube
300 x 300 mm 
200 x 200 mm

Idealrain Cube
300 x 300 mm 
200 x 200 mm

Handshowers and headshowers round or squared model.
Handshowers with 1, 2 or 3 functions. 

With wall or ceiling fi xation.

Idealrain luxe extra thin
Ø400 mm
Ø300 mm
Ø250 mm
Ø200 mm

Idealrain luxe extra thin
400 x 250 mm
300 x 200 mm

Idealrain luxe extra thin
400 x 400 mm
300 x 300 mm
200 x 200 mm

Idealfl ex

1750 mm
1600 mm
1250 mm

Wall fi xing brackets
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RANGE INFORMATION
FITTINGS



IDEALRAIN

SHOWER SYSTEMS
Several showersystems and sets available.
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RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS

MELANGE

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA ChromeBIDET FITTING
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Available with or without waste.

Regular

High

Piccolo

Wall

Waterfall 

5 l.

High vessel



MELANGE

BATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS AA Chrome
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Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat

Thermostat Freestanding 



RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS

TONIC II

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA ChromeBIDET FITTING
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Available with or without waste.

Regular

5 l.

Piccolo

5 l.

High

5 l.



TONIC II

BATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS AA Chrome
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Thermostat Freestanding



RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS

STRADA
BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA Chrome
BIDET FITTING

AA ChromeBATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
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Available with or without waste.

Regular

also 5 l.

Bidet 

5 l. 

High vessel 

5 l.

Piccolo

5 l.

Wall

5 l.



ATTITUDE

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA ChromeBIDET FITTING

AA ChromeBATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
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Regular

also 5 l. 

Choice between round 
or waterfall outlet.

Piccolo

also 5 l. 

Choice between round 
or waterfall outlet.

High

also 5 l. 

Choice between round 
or waterfall outlet.

Available with or without waste.

High



RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS

BATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS AA Chrome

GIO

BIDET FITTING

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA Chrome
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Regular

5 l.

High 

5 l.

Wall

5 l.

Available with or without waste.

Bidet 

5 l. 



MARA

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA ChromeBIDET FITTING

AA ChromeBATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
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Regular Grande High High Wall

Available with or without waste.



RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS

ACTIVE

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA Chrome
BATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
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AA ChromeBIDET FITTING

Thermostat Thermostat

Regular Cold water fitting Wall

5 l.



CONNECT BLUE

BASIN MIXERS AA Chrome

AA ChromeBATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
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HighRegular

also 5 l.
also BlueStart

Wall Cold water fi tting

AA ChromeBIDET FITTING



RANGE INFORMATION 
FITTINGS

CERAPLAN III

BATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
AA Chrome

BASIN MIXERS AND OTHERS AA Chrome

ATTRACT

BATH AND SHOWER FITTINGS
AA Chrome

BASIN MIXERS
AA Chrome
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Grande

also 5 l.

HighRegular

also 5 l.
also BlueStart

Cold water 
fitting

Bidet

Available with or without waste.



CERATHERM 200

CERATHERM 100

CERATHERM 50

BATH AND SHOWER THERMOSTATS AA Chrome

BATH AND SHOWER THERMOSTATS AA Chrome

BATH AND SHOWER THERMOSTATS AA Chrome
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RANGE INFORMATION
FITTINGS

KITCHEN FITTINGS

Celia Mara

Active
with extractible handspray
also in low pressure

Active
also low pressure

Ceraplan III
also low pressure 
also Blue Start

Ceramix blue
8 or 12 l.

Ceraplan III

Active
also low pressure

Attract

Nora
with extractible 
handspray
also in low pressure

Nora
with outlet 360°
also in low pressure

Nora
for window

Connect Blue
also BlueStart 

Connect Blue
also low pressure

Connect Blue
also low pressure

Ceraplan III
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Nora also in RVS look.



RANGE INFORMATION
BATHING & SHOWERING
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DEA

BATH TUBS

1900 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm

TONIC II

BATH TUBS

1800 x 800 mm

also available with waste fi ller

1800 x 800 mm

also available with waste fi ller

1800 x 800 mm 

also available with waste fi ller

1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm

also available with waste fi ller



RANGE INFORMATION 
BATHING & SHOWERING

SHOWER TRAYS - All Strada shower trays are available with Ideal Grip - code YK
- and also available in floor even
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STRADA

BATH TUBS

1700 x 750 mm 1900 x 900 mm 
1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm

1700 x 1000 mm

left/right

900 x 900 mm

also available with white blade

Chrome blade
1800 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 900 mm
1700 x 800 mm
1600 x 900 mm
1600 x 800 mm
1400 x 900 mm
1400 x 800 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1200 x 800 mm
1000 x 900 mm
1000 x 800 mm

White blade
1800 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 900 mm
1700 x 800 mm
1600 x 900 mm
1600 x 800 mm
1400 x 900 mm
1400 x 800 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1200 x 800 mm
1000 x 900 mm
1000 x 800 mm

DUPLO

BATH TUBS

2000 x 1000 mm
1900 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm



PLAYA

BATH TUBS

SHOWER TRAYS
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1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1700 x 700 mm

1500 x 900 mm
1400 x 900 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1200 x 800 mm
1000 x 800 mm
900 x 800 mm

1000 x 1000  mm
900 x 900  mm

1000 x 1000  mm
900 x 900  mm

1800 x 800  mm
1700 x 750  mm

1400 x 1400 mm
1300 x 1300 mm

1600 x 900 mm

left or right version

1700 x 900 mm 

left or right version

Can be combined with bath screen.

Pack available including front and 
side panel and bath screen.

left version

left version



RANGE INFORMATION
BATHING & SHOWERING

WASHPOINT

BATH TUBS
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1700 x 750 mm 1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm

CONNECT

BATH TUBS

1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1700 x 700 mm

with low access

Duo bath

1700 x 750 mm

1700 x 900/700 mm

left or right version

Bath / Shower 
can be combined with bath screen.

1400 x 1400 mm
1300 x 1300 mm
1200 x 1200 mm

left version right versionright version

1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1700 x 700 mm
1600 x 700 mm
1500 x 700 mm
1400 x 700 mm

With sitting area

1300 x 700 mm
1200 x 700 mm
1500 x 700 mm

1700 x 900/700 mm
1500 900/700 mm

left or right version

Bath / Shower 
can be combined with bath screen.



AQUA

BATH TUBS
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1800 x 800  mm

1800 x 800 mm

1700 x 750 mm 1700 x 800 mm

1800 x 800 mm

1400 x 1400 mm

1900 x 900 mm



RANGE INFORMATION 
BATHING & SHOWERING
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NEW ACTIVE

BATH TUBS

1700 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1700 x 700 mm
1600 x 750 mm
1600 x 700 mm
1500 x 700 mm

1800 x 800 mm

1500 x 1500 mm
1400 x 1400 mm

1900 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm

1600 x 900 mm

left or right version

left version
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HOTLINE PLUS

BATH TUBS

1600 x 900 mm

left or right version

1600 x 700/450 mm

left or right version

1900 x 900  mm

1500 x 1500  mm
1400 x 1400 mm

1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm
1600 x 700 mm

1700 x 800 mm

1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 750 mm

1800 x 800 mm

right version
right version



RANGE INFORMATION 
BATHING & SHOWERING
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HOTLINE PLUS

SHOWER TRAYS

1000 x 800 mm
900 x 800 mm
900 x 750 mm
800 x 750 mm

depth: 65 mm

1000 x 1000 mm
900 x 900 mm
800 x 800 mm

depth: 65 mm

1000 x 1000 mm
900 x 900 mm
800 x 800 mm

depth: 65 mm

1000 x 1000 mm
900 x 900 mm

depth: 65 mm

900 x 800 mm
900 x 750 mm

depth: 130 mm

900 x 900 mm
800 x 800 mm

depth: 130 mm

900 x 900 mm
800 x 800 mm

depth: 130 mm

900 x 900 mm

depth: 130 mm



ULTRA FLAT

SHOWER TRAYS - All Ultra Flat shower trays are available with Ideal Grip - code YK
- and also available in floor even
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1800 x 1000 mm
1800 x 900 mm
1800 x 800 mm
1700 x 1000 mm
1700 x 900 mm
1700 x 800 mm
1700 x 700 mm
1600 x 1000 mm
1600 x 900 mm
1600 x 800 mm
1400 x 1000 mm
1400 x 900 mm

1400 x 800 mm
1400 x 700 mm
1200 x 1000 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1200 x 800 mm
1200 x 700 mm
1000 x 900 mm
1000 x 800 mm
1000 x 700 mm
900 x 800 mm
900 x 750 mm
900 x 700 mm

1200 x 1200 mm
1000 x 1000 mm
900 x 900 mm
800 x 800 mm
700 x 700 mm

1000 x 1000 mm
900 x 900 mm
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NOTES
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